"Job Opportunity" Phishing Attack

Just as we return to classes, school's also back in for phishing attacks. Here's what you need to know about a new one hitting inboxes this week:

- It appears to come from an @csus.edu email address, and advertises a job opportunity.
- The message asks you to reply to a non@csus.edu email address, where you will be asked to provide personal contact information (email/phone/mailling address).

Below is an example of one of the message variations students have been reporting:

```
From: O'Brien, Elaine <obrien@csus.edu>
Subject: PART TIME JOB OFFER

Name of Company:
McCann Worldwide

JOB TITLE:
Advertise While Driving

JOB DESCRIPTION:
We seek interested candidates to go about their normal routine with the advert of the "Rugby League World Cup England 2021" on their Car

Qualifications:
Must have a Car/Truck/RV or Motorcycle...

SALARY:
5/250 weekly including $50 for gas

Interested Candidates should contact
Scott Thompson
career@csus.edu@outlook.com
Hiring Coordinator/Logistic Supervisor

Sincerely,
Annie
```

Received this or something suspicious?

Do not provide any information or click any links, and report it immediately.
Have you tried the new PhishMe Reporter in Outlook - it's quick and easy!

How to Report Phishing

Safe Job Opportunities

Students are especially targeted with "job opportunities" this way; and in general, solicitation jobs usually aren't all that they appear. Best to not take a risk - plus, the Sac State Career Center offers helpful job-seeking resources for students, such as Handshake.
We all count on each other to report suspicious activity as quickly as possible to reduce exposures - and we thank you for joining us to protect yourself and the entire Hornet Family!

Your IRT Team